
Hi, my name is Will Jones and I’m the director of Multicultural Vitality for the EOC. One of my roles is to resource churches to engage the 
diversity in their communities and to understand diversity as a strength. Receiving a pastor who may be di�erent than your congregation 
may be challenging but presents a great opportunity to learn and grow together to better reach your community.

Please follow along with this worksheet:

Multicultural Vitality is ... 
 the area in which churches identify, engage, and embrace culture differences that are ethnic,   

 socioeconomic, political, global, and generational, whether internally or externally.  

Multicultural Vitality is ...
 the intersection of people working with other people. We understand that the church is a culture   

 apart from the neighborhood we live in and we seek to become more relevant to the 

 neighborhood in which we live.

Vital congregations engage in multicultural ministry by:
 
 •                                                                   reflecting on how well the congregation loves ALL.

 •  being willing to                                                              so that the congregation can better love ALL.

 •  viewing the community as                                                                .

 •  centering on a shared                                            ,                                            , and                                     .

 •  Developing individuals’        Skills                and                 Expertise                   to                   LOVE                      

    others and engage the neighborhood.

 •  Having             Open              and            Intentional              conversation about and with people               

    different              than us.

Why is Intercultural Competence important?
It’s                                                                 

Why is it important to you?

Community Connections

and Cultural Competency
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“To be e�ective in another culture, people must be interested in other cultures,
be sensitive enough to notice cultural di�erences, and then also be willing to modify their behavior...” 

Culture

•  Objective Culture:

•  Subjective Culture:

Diversity is ...
“the                                               of                                               that may make a di�erence in an interaction.”

Inclusion occurs when ...
people are                                                                                             effectively, and their cultural 

experiences and differences feel                                               and                                              .

How do we grow deeper understanding of ourselves?

I am ...

How do we learn to grow in our understanding of others?

How do we do ministry in a way that says, “we are better together?”
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